
Order of Adjectives

Name: Result: Date: __/21  __/__/20__

We cannot boast of ____________ evenings in old England- ___________
England for all that!
1.

(fine/many) (dear/old)

But what is it makes the ___________ thing so excited?2. (old/poor)

The vault is closed at the mouth by a _______________ lid.3.
(heavy/wooden)

When a child can look at a steel pen not simply as an article furnished by
the city for his use, but rather as the result of ___________________
processes, he has made a distinct growth in intelligence.

4.

(interesting/many)

Now, the law under which imagination works, is just that of _____________
workers.
5.

(good/other)

But what is the relation of our _______________________ life to popular
education?
6.

(intellectual/general)

Suddenly, at the corner of a street, a man's figure in a _____________
robe stopped him and laid a hand on his arm.
7.

(black/long)

The ____________________ remedies are preventive ones.8.
(satisfactory/only)

The officers tell _______________ instances of this fidelity, but I think mine
the best.
9.

(amusing/many)

The architect has constructed the cottage of ________________ brick
pointed with white.
10.

(red/brilliant)

He perceived rather too late in the day that he had a rival in this
_________________ fellow.
11.

(young/handsome)

How is it known from ________________ principles?12. (organic/other)

Simply because that man fell into that _____________ error-that this boy
was great because he was an officer and these were only private soldiers.
13.

(human/same)
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It will be the father of the _____________ race of the future.14.
(new/German)

This sale is a ______________ scheme of theirs.15. (little/nice)

On the borders of a small pond he caught sight of a _______________
boy playing.
16.

(Indian/small)

I don't exactly agree with you though; I have my _______________ ideas
about matter-as you know, of course, from the book I have published.
17.

(peculiar/own)

Hypnotic sleep has had _______________ influences.18. (helpful/many)

They arrived home amid ________________ rejoicings.19. (popular/great)

But twenty years of suffering might well excuse a ____________ years
which may still remain to me of youth given to a sacred and real love.
20.

(brief/few)
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